We are staying at a marriott and cant...

DAMOOSESFAMILY 1 posts since
Jul 31, 2011
We are at a marriott residence in for a few days and brought our wii. It does not connect to
the intenet, but did just fine at home. I know it works, as i am using it now for my laptop.
any suggestions. Its an Ibahn setup. Thank you.

GLACIUSX25 2,173 posts since
Jun 6, 2011 1. Re: We are staying at a marriott and cant connect Jul 31, 2011 8:56 PM
This is because hotel wifi generally has some access page that automatically opens up on
computers, asking to accept their terms of Wifi and whatnot (some of them even asking for a
code).

The Wii does not get this page and therefore cannot use the wifi for online play. Internet
browsing might work, but when you exit the browser, the terms are removed again so you
can't just access the page, close the browser, and play online.

SALLIS100 2 posts since
Aug 10, 2011 2. Re: We are staying at a marriott and cant connect Aug 10, 2011 7:09 PM
I concur with this explanation, I have tried many times to get my various consoles online at
hotels and there is almost always some sort of interstitial log-in page that can't be accessed
on a console, only on a computer web browser. It sucks, but what are you gonna do, right?

NINTENDO125 39 posts since
Aug 10, 2010 3. Re: We are staying at a marriott and cant connect Aug 1, 2011 7:17 AM
Try to open the Wii's internet browser and see if the hotel's Wi-Fi page comes up. If it does,
enter all information needed to begin Wi-Fi. After, it should be connected to the internet and
you can use any channels or games that use Wi-Fi (Note: I do not know if this will work, but
you could try 😃. I do not know how online play would work, though). You may need to redo
this process if you turn your Wii off.
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Hope this helps!

LINUX2GO 330 posts since
Aug 22, 2011 4. Re: We are staying at a marriott and cant connect Sep 22, 2011 10:47 PM
I helped a teacher at my school buy a wii for the special ed class to use and the school has a login page to use the internet so we can't do system updates as the connection test fails. The 3DS does not have this problem as you can skip connection test and sign in using web browser (assuming you are already on latest firmware with web browser).

PCFREAK 61 posts since
Mar 21, 2011 5. Re: We are staying at a marriott and cant connect Sep 19, 2011 3:41 AM
You need to have Internet Channel already installed

Then connect to the Network

Open Internet Channel and go to google.com

It will redirect you to the login

Login (or accept the terms and stuff)

Close Internet Channel

Now it will work until the session expires